Would you recommend this program?

71%  
29%  
0%

What was the housing like?

My favorite part of the housing was...
- MEETING NEW PEOPLE
- LOCATION WITHIN THE CITY
- FACILITIES/AMENITIES
- OTHER

APARTMENT  
HOME STAY  
RESIDENCE HALL  
OTHER

Compared to IU, my courses were...

Challenging

Interesting

Interactive

More than at IU  
Similar to IU  
Less than IU

Excluding flight, housing, or Bursar charges, I spent...

$5k+  
$5k- $2k  
$2k- $3k  
$3k- $4k

As a result of this program, I developed...

A Professional Skill

A Communication Skill

A Sense of Global Citizenship

Friendships with My Peers

Personal Growth

29%  
86%  
86%  
57%  
100%

Best aspects of this program

Most challenging aspects of this program

Students should refer to the program fee sheet on Overseas Study's website for total program expenses.

The Office of Overseas Study conducts post-program evaluations each semester. Evaluation summaries vary depending on program size and evaluation response rate.